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Editor’s NotE

The photos will speak for themselves, and for what we tried to do in this prequel. I am 
constantly interested, as an artist and publisher, in seeking forms that intersect - in 
mergers and hybrids. The question is bigger than whether or not we eat. It must be why; 
and it must be whether or not we can capture the usual without caution.

Here are 28 photos, without caution. 

I am grateful to the following friends for sharing their photos: Oluwatosin Junaid, 
Busayo Daisi, Newton Samson, Regina Nnabuife, Emeka Iduma and Illa Amudi.

I have been listening to Dire Straits, and when Mark Knopfler sings 'You and me babe, 
how about it?' I think, surprisingly, of Saraba 9. 

You and us: How about it?

EmmanuEl Iduma
Co-Publisher/Managing Editor 
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a meeting point



2

   dining exchange



3

What is mine



4

sit, motion



5

stand, motion



6

display



7

choice, motion



8

the spoon smile



9

the menu and the girl



10

mums feed outside?



11

pot of gold



12

choice, stasis



13

the winning food lost



14

pot, stasis



15

take the pot with you



16

the food awaits the eaters



17

travellers, eaters



18

eaters, travellers



19

cake like mum



20

spoon awaits mouth



21

coming



22

Granta eating



23

come, all faithful



24

wait, see, offer



25

head is for food



26

hands feed?



27

here, eater



28

coke noodles
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